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WHO’S PLANNING THE FUNERAL?

If G1 died last night,
what would you be doing today?

No one is comfortable discussing the day

The conversation must include direct

of their funeral, but taking control of that

and honest dialogue with the principal and

inevitable conversation and organizing a

their family members, granting them the

principal’s final wishes is simply the right

opportunity to express specific requests and

thing to do for their family, their legacy and

to associate special tributes with elements of

their enterprise. Making arrangements

personal significance. What is the vision or

after the loss or, preferably, preparing

theme of the memorial and does it align

an end-of-life plan in advance, involves

appropriately

values?



Family Collaboration

some of the more challenging personal

Where will the funeral or multiple events



choices one will ever make. Often handled

occur? Is the venue grand enough or intimate

Clearly Defined Decision-making
Structure

by the Family Office, comprehensive

enough comparative to the number of people



memorial event planning not only ensures

expected to attend? Will this be a public or

Situational Crisis Management
Plan for Demise Communication

that final wishes are fulfilled and the

private affair? What are the family's thoughts



Decedent Care Arrangements

burden of making tough decisions is

regarding final disposition of the earthly

alleviated,

a

remains? These are merely a sampling of the



Timeline of Events

communications apparatus to aid the

hundreds of decisions that must be made.



Guest Notification

organization during a sudden or major

Best to address them now, so as to avoid that



Credentialing Process

event. Will your response to this certain

inescapable, emotional exchange when you

departure be well planned, or will it be an

have no other choice!



Security Requirements



PR/Media Requirements



Detailed Event and Ceremonial
Site Schematics



Specialty and Production
Equipment Requirements



Motorcade Manifesting and
Movements



Final Disposition and Permanent
Memorialization

it

also

establishes

with

their

family

emotional guessing game?
LHT
A deliberate funeral or memorial event

Consulting

creating

Group

comprehensive

specializes
funeral

in
and

plan eliminates confusion and minimizes

memorial event plans, coupled with the

differences

subsequent

of opinion.

It establishes

implementation

of

services,

hierarchy and identifies trusted decision

which commemorate the lives and legacies of

makers in advance of that dreaded day.

distinguished and noteworthy individuals.

Very often, family members and multiple

We are nationally recognized for high

entities within their larger enterprises,

standards of discretion, a strong commitment

have opposing ideas and incongruent

to excellence and unparalleled expertise.

priorities regarding the way these events

LHT

should look and feel. Comprehensive plans

arrangements far beyond the scope and

offer individuals the opportunity to define

capabilities of traditional funeral providers.

their own unique legacy and allow their

Whether the memorial will be a private,

loved ones and family office representa-

intimate gathering or an internationally-

tives

Most

televised event, our advisors work privately

importantly, it allows one to create a

with families and their trusted agents to

memorial that reflects their wishes and

create a tribute as unique as the life being

beliefs, while honoring their life story.

honored.

to

“connect

the

dots”.
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superior

development

Results of a Comprehensive
Funeral or Memorial Event Plan

of
To help you begin the conversation,
we offer a complimentary and
confidential initial consultation
at the location of your choosing.
Contact
Robert M. Boetticher, Sr.
President/CEO
713-525-9081
LHT Consulting Group, LLC
1929 Allen Parkway
Houston, TX 77019

